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Sarah
Little by little

220 Posts

Posted - 19/12/2008 :  20:20:41  

Dusty must have had lots of pictures taken of her on this day! 

Absolutely adore this outfit- it's so pretty, especially with the pearls! 

(Does anybody happen to know when the pictures of Dusty in this outfit were taken and what they were for? It's
definitely something to do with the Hippodrome and I'd assumed they were from a press conference, but I'm sure I saw
a picture somewhere of Dusty doing that press in an unusual silver outfit! Could anyone put me right on this please? )

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 19/12/2008 :  20:26:49    

Dusty looks pretty there. 

And Sarah, just wanted to thank you for your help with my Christmas cards. 

x N

There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.

misty
I’ll try anything

USA
1413 Posts

Posted - 19/12/2008 :  21:45:19  

Cas-
You always come up with some new pictures! Never seen the one in the pants suit before. Thanks.

misty

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 19/12/2008 :  22:34:46  

Sarah, that photo was taken when Dusty made an appearance on Saturday Night Out which came from the
Hippodrome. It was filmed for TV and shown the week after. That jacket was auctioned at Sothebys btw. The silver
suit appearance was also from the Hippodrome about 3 months later, that was a press conference for the release of
Sometimes Like Butterflies.
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Carole x

"The days have come and gone since you were here..."

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 19/12/2008 :  22:35:25  

always nice to see new photos..thanks for posting
paula x

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 20/12/2008 :  11:42:50  

I don't recall seeing this this one before.....

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

USA
5821 Posts

Posted - 20/12/2008 :  15:55:32    

THANKS CAS

THE LOOK OF LOVE IS IN YOUR EYES! 
Watch my video with Dusty on YouTube!

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 20/12/2008 :  18:43:53  

quote:

Originally posted by Sarah

Dusty must have had lots of pictures taken of her on this day! 
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United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Absolutely adore this outfit- it's so pretty, especially with the pearls! 

(Does anybody happen to know when the pictures of Dusty in this outfit were taken and what they were for? It's definitely
something to do with the Hippodrome and I'd assumed they were from a press conference, but I'm sure I saw a picture
somewhere of Dusty doing that press in an unusual silver outfit! Could anyone put me right on this please? )

That's my favourite outfit too Sarah - I'm pretty sure she wore it also at Rough Trades farewell concert.

Wend

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

USA
2678 Posts

Posted - 20/12/2008 :  23:17:29        

so many wonderful pictures guys!...keep em' coming! lol

JOSH

"There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me"

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 21/12/2008 :  08:07:41  

I agree Josh, lots of lovely ones around at the moment, and its nice to see new ones, at least new to me.

Casx
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'Something in your eyes'

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 22/12/2008 :  01:10:10  

quote:

Originally posted by Cas19

I agree Josh, lots of lovely ones around at the moment, and its nice to see new ones, at least new to me.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

..and that's saying something , Cas..nice one.

paula x

misty
I’ll try anything

USA
1413 Posts

Posted - 22/12/2008 :  22:40:49  

OK - nice picture. Are my eyes deceiving me or is our girl walking on air?  We already know that she can walk on

water.

misty

Sarah
Little by little

220 Posts

Posted - 22/12/2008 :  22:56:31  

Nancy you're very welcome- happy to be of some assistance  

And thanks Carole for answering my question and for putting me right about the silver suit 

Wendy- oh yes, complete with the very pink hair if I'm correct! 

Chrispld
I’ll try anything

Posted - 22/12/2008 :  23:32:54  

Thanks for that photo Cas.

Chris
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United Kingdom
1075 Posts

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

USA
2678 Posts

Posted - 24/12/2008 :  08:26:21        

Another good one Cas!

Its pics like this...that always make me wonder what she is singing.

JOSH

"There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me"

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 25/12/2008 :  16:45:27  

One for Christmas day!

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

misty
I’ll try anything

USA
1413 Posts

Posted - 26/12/2008 :  06:10:30  

Nice Christmas gift Cas.

misty

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

USA
2678 Posts

Posted - 26/12/2008 :  08:04:45        

Beautiful Cas!

JOSH

"There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me"
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allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 27/12/2008 :  01:49:21    

Very nice, Cas. 
As I recall, the colors of that outfit were really something--pink and orange?

x N

There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 27/12/2008 :  08:16:43  

quote:

Originally posted by allherfaces

Very nice, Cas. 
As I recall, the colors of that outfit were really something--pink and orange?

x N

There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.

Yes I think that is correct Nancy.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

USA
2678 Posts

Posted - 27/12/2008 :  08:28:51        

Here it is in color

Then here's another fav of mine
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JOSH

"There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me"

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 27/12/2008 :  10:20:36  

Somehow I prefer it in Black and white Josh! 
The B/W you posted with it is lovely Josh.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

Clive
I’ll try anything

1455 Posts

Posted - 27/12/2008 :  10:50:05  

not a new one but I like this

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 27/12/2008 :  11:08:19  

You're right Clive that it's not a new one but it is one of my all time favourites, so thanks for the reminder. I always
loved the way her lippy matched her dress! It used to be on my teenage wall but facing the right way, this one is
flipped.

Carole x

"The days have come and gone since you were here..."

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 27/12/2008 :  13:54:39  

Thats a lovely clear take of that one Clive, thank you. Just look at those fantastic eyes!

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

USA
2678 Posts

Posted - 28/12/2008 :  00:10:37        

wow Clive!

What a beautiful pic!
I just had a close up of Dusty's face...but this copy is so much better.

JOSH

"There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
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And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me"

Edited by - DustysBoy on 28/12/2008 00:11:16

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 28/12/2008 :  10:53:10  

This is a nice one.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

Chrispld
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1075 Posts

Posted - 29/12/2008 :  00:46:33  

Thanks for those lovely photos Cas and Clive.

Chris

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 29/12/2008 :  00:54:12  

thanks Clive and Cas. Clive's pic is so clear and the color is perfect..its as if she is in the room.
paula x

Clive
I’ll try anything

1455 Posts

Posted - 30/12/2008 :  09:27:51  

thanks Jonny, love that one of Dusty & Burt

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 30/12/2008 :  09:40:42  

Thank you Jonny, a couple I must have missed there, the NME one which is lovely, and a nice shot on the Lulu
Show...brilliant, thanks again.

Casx
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8313 Posts 'Something in your eyes'

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 30/12/2008 :  10:37:42  

The Dusty and Burt one is a big fave of mine too, this is a really good, clear copy, so thanks Jonny. Same goes for the
RSG one, lovely and clear and I don't think I have that particular shot. I always enjoy non posed pictures for the story
they tell. Re the NME one, Cas I know you have a bad memory so check the centre fold of DSB issue 59

Carole x

"The days have come and gone since you were here..."

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 30/12/2008 :  13:16:58  

Thanks Carole will do, you know what I'm like! 

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 01/01/2009 :  07:26:45  

Happy New Year!

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

Posted - 01/01/2009 :  09:29:43        

Beautiful Pic's guys!!

Here are some I found on the net last week...there all new to me. except the first one...its always been an all time
fav...I love her smile in that one....oh and I love the one with Dusty on the bike..lol
just wish there wasn't writing all over the fronts.
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USA
2678 Posts

JOSH

"There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me"

Clive
I’ll try anything

Posted - 01/01/2009 :  09:46:27  
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1455 Posts

thanks Josh, never saw that one with Dusty signing the autograph book, I wonder is that Bobby Vee with her?

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 01/01/2009 :  10:37:46  

It is Bobby Vee and here is a copy without the writing.

The bike one is around somewhere as well, I'll post it if I find it.

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

Clive
I’ll try anything

1455 Posts

Posted - 01/01/2009 :  11:22:56  

thanks Carole, I remember reading somewhere that when they met Bobby was amazed that Dusty knew that Bismarck
was the name of the capital city of his home state, North Dakota.

Carole R.
Where am I going?

2242 Posts

Posted - 01/01/2009 :  14:05:14  

Dusty must've made a lasting impression upon Bobby Vee, as he picked one of her songs on 'The Tracks Of My Years'...
Ken Bruce Show Radio 2, sometime this year.

Which song was it, Carole G?

Carole R xx

"I'm not as crazy as I used to be"...

Edited by - Carole R. on 01/01/2009 14:08:25

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 01/01/2009 :  14:48:06  

It was Every Day I Have to Cry CR, and he talked about the early days of touring from what I remember.
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 01/01/2009 :  15:48:14  

Is that the one you gave me for last years Birthday Carole? Its lovely and clear. Thanks to all for the pics both old and
new.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 01/01/2009 :  15:53:46    

Completely adorable. Thank you.

x N

There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.

memphisinlondon
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Posted - 01/01/2009 :  21:16:56  

Dusty is so airbrished in those 1978ish shots. But she looks gorgeous! Thanks!

Memphis
Ever since we met...

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 01/01/2009 :  22:22:13  

Tell us the funny story Jonny in case we don't! I'm only seeing the final pic, the others are just red crosses.

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

memphisinlondon
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Posted - 01/01/2009 :  22:59:46  

I think she's singing the theme from Thunderbirds in the next to last picture.

In the final picture she is protesting about the high cost of petrol (almost 2/6 a gallon!) under the dreadful Labour
government. Dusty ain't no socialist! She ends up stuck on a tandem which is not a step through model. Her little legs
can't even reach the ground. She enlists the help of a well dressed for fun fan by saying 'Hello you bona omi, would you
be so kind as to help me cock me leg over this bike. Thank gawd me gas guzzlin' sports car's round the back so I don't
have to ride this blimmin' thing home tonight!' Something like that anyway.

Memphis
Ever since we met...

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 02/01/2009 :  08:07:54  

I thought the last pic was the one of Dusty in the striped dress, I can't even see the bike one. Anyone else have
problems seeing the pics or is it just me? I think the striped dress pic is from Thank Your Lucky Stars singing Middle of
Nowhere, it's definitely her MoN hairdo.

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

Edited by - daydreamer on 02/01/2009 08:13:00
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Carole R.
Where am I going?

2242 Posts

Posted - 02/01/2009 :  10:50:26  

I can only see the striped dress one, Carole .

Carole R xx

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 02/01/2009 :  14:09:13  

I can see them all.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Posted - 02/01/2009 :  15:18:58  

I can't see them either.

Wend

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 02/01/2009 :  19:59:01    

I can see them all. Maybe hit your refresh button, Carole--the one on your computer, I mean.

Thanks, Johnny.

x N

There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 02/01/2009 :  20:15:29  

I can see that one Jonny! I know exactly where I was when Dusty threw that pie. I was in Madeline Bell's dressing room
in Manchester with Moira and Dusty called to say what had happened

Refresh doesn't work Nancy, nor does going in and out of the site. Just one of those perculiar things.

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 02/01/2009 :  20:40:10    

I think Pat told me that Dusty also called her and said by the time the story hits the papers, they will be saying it was
a pie (v. a roll). Does that sound right, CG?

x N

There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.

misty
I’ll try anything

USA
1413 Posts

Posted - 02/01/2009 :  20:57:00  

Lucky me - I can see them all. And I love the one in the blue & white stripe dress. Many thanks to all of you for posting
these pictures and the background stories that go with them.

misty
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memphisinlondon
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Posted - 02/01/2009 :  20:57:50  

Dusty actually called me too! She thought phone bills were nuthin'. I remember because I'd been allowed to stay up to
watch the Avengers (which scarred me for life). She said 'Don't believe what you read in the papers. It was just a roll
but I whacked him right in the head from way across the room. That was what made me a fan for life. That perfect
aim! She was better than Emma Peel any day!

Memphis
Ever since we met...

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 02/01/2009 :  22:32:23  

I don't know whether it was Pat who told you that Nancy, or if it was me, but if Annie ever showed you Moira's letter
from the 60's, then the story of that night and what Dusty said, was in there.

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

Edited by - daydreamer on 02/01/2009 22:34:16

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 03/01/2009 :  02:56:20    

Thanks for that Jonny, only just managed to read it!

Clare xoxo

"You know you've got it if it makes you feel good..."

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

USA
2678 Posts

Posted - 03/01/2009 :  07:35:14        

What a great news clipping Jonny lol.

I imagined that perfectly in my head I could just see Dusty with that pie....WHAM! right into Drakes face lol

JOSH

"There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me"

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 03/01/2009 :  13:18:29  

Nice clear ones Jonny thank you.
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Casx

'Something in your eyes'

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 03/01/2009 :  14:30:42  

I absolutely love the photo with Johnny Franz and for the first time I can actually see the detail on her dress, so I now
love it even more! Apparently it quotes Dusty on the back of the photo as saying she loves the Victorian wallpaper
effect of the dress. I've always thought she looked incredibly classy here and I think there were others taken at the
same time with Dusty in a fur coat, Vic Billings was on some. I wonder how much this one will go for, some of these
originals have sold for nearly £200.

I'm just editing because the more I look at the dress, the more I think I must have seen it better back in the day.
Reason is, I actually made a dress in needlework at school which reminds me of that, I must have been influenced (as I
ususally was!) by Dusty. Now where is THAT photo?!

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

Edited by - daydreamer on 03/01/2009 14:46:54

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 04/01/2009 :  12:14:13  

This was one I hadn't seen before...or had I Carole?

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 04/01/2009 :  12:15:00  
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Absolutely not seen that one before Cas  It was probably taken the same time as those shots of Dusty on Brighton

beach near to where her parents live. Bet that one goes for a pretty penny. Wonderful.

Found the photo, brown with age but I'm sure I must have been influenced by the Dusty dress, even down to the frill
at the bottom.

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

Edited by - daydreamer on 04/01/2009 12:16:55

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 04/01/2009 :  15:12:48    

Too adorable! 
You and Moira really went all out to get your Dusty look.

x N

There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.

memphisinlondon
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Posted - 04/01/2009 :  15:52:10  

That's a great dress to have made at such a young age, Carole. Did you go on to design school? 

The Dusty pictures are great.

Memphis
Ever since we met...

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 04/01/2009 :  19:11:16  

fantastic new photos!!! ..I seem to have missed some of jonny's but can see the second set..thanks to jonny, josh
Carole & cas  I especially love the 'Dusty on the bike' & the one with her folks is a nice unseen one for me. 

My favorite is the one that Cas posted..'sitting w/ the sunglasses'..I think she looks a bit like Bonnie Bramlett in that
one..what do you think?

'poor elijah'-Delaney & Bonnie
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hwYVlYEMNIw

jonny
Little by little

200 Posts

Posted - 04/01/2009 :  23:08:01  

mm a real couple of swinging sixties chicks!!

nice pics thanks!

Carole R.
Where am I going?

2242 Posts

Posted - 04/01/2009 :  23:18:36  

Sorry, this isn't about Dusty, but about OB, her Dad... 
I'm driving myself loopy trying to think who he reminds me of in that pic...

It's someone 'well known'.. any ideas?..please?

Carole R xx

memphisinlondon
Where am I going?

Posted - 04/01/2009 :  23:52:32  

A cross between Billy Cotton and Oliver Hardy?
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United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Memphis
Ever since we met...

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 05/01/2009 :  14:31:12  

I rather liked these, tho' only one is new to me, and I wish they were bigger! 

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 05/01/2009 :  16:47:24    

quote:

Originally posted by Carole R.

Sorry, this isn't about Dusty, but about OB, her Dad... 
I'm driving myself loopy trying to think who he reminds me of in that pic...

It's someone 'well known'.. any ideas?..please?

Carole R xx

Elmer Fudd?

x N

There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

USA
2678 Posts

Posted - 06/01/2009 :  02:35:49        

quote:

Originally posted by allherfaces

quote:

Originally posted by Carole R.

Sorry, this isn't about Dusty, but about OB, her Dad... 
I'm driving myself loopy trying to think who he reminds me of in that pic...

It's someone 'well known'.. any ideas?..please?

Carole R xx

Elmer Fudd?

x N

There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.

LOL

Some real nice ones Cas!
I love! the one in the top left corner..wish that one was a bit bigger.

JOSH

"There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me"

memphisinlondon
Where am I going?

Posted - 06/01/2009 :  03:19:47  

Dusty looks like a glam rock star in the lower left photo. Very interesting.

Memphis
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United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Ever since we met...

MissDustyFanatic
Where am I going?

USA
2606 Posts

Posted - 06/01/2009 :  13:45:58      

Isn't the one of her in the pink dress on the back cover of 'Beautiful Soul'?

"And the answer will come back to you...like laughter in the wind..."

memphisinlondon
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Posted - 06/01/2009 :  19:53:24  

Yes, I think it is, Taylor.

I've changed my mind. She's like a glam punk rocker in the last photo. Her different Looks through the years are
fascinating. I think she looks like a haute couture punk in the panda eye days. She was cool and edgy. She still is.

Memphis
Ever since we met...

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 07/01/2009 :  03:18:59  

...and how about those shoulder pads.

paula x

Baby Blue
Where am I going?

USA
3185 Posts

Posted - 07/01/2009 :  04:14:58  

Hippodump???? Please explain?

Marty

jonny
Little by little

200 Posts

Posted - 07/01/2009 :  06:34:11  

its a very tacky trashy night club

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 07/01/2009 :  08:05:42  

Love the one in the pink dress Jonny.

Theres so many different ones from this shoot.
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8313 Posts

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

Chrispld
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1075 Posts

Posted - 08/01/2009 :  01:01:37  

Thanks for that photo Cas.what a beautiful smile from Dusty.

Chris

misty
I’ll try anything

USA
1413 Posts

Posted - 09/01/2009 :  01:15:10  

Cute grin. Thanks Cas.

misty

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 12/01/2009 :  22:50:04  

quote:

Originally posted by Cas19

This was one I hadn't seen before...or had I Carole?

Casx
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'Something in your eyes'

It went for £399.99

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

memphisinlondon
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Posted - 12/01/2009 :  22:57:36  

Blimey! I was 'watching' that photo but in the end I didn't put a bid on it. WoW! That must be the highest price so far.
Dusty is now in the upper echelons of collectorville. A great indicator. I wonder if this will tease out more great photos.

Memphis
Ever since we met...

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 13/01/2009 :  09:38:34  

WOW! That was quite a price! Worth every penny I'd say...if you have that kind of moneyto spare! 

Casxx

'Something in your eyes'

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 14/01/2009 :  08:54:31  

I'm not sure if this has been posted, but I love it...tho' its very small...so its my pic of today.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

Cardiff Bluesgirl
I’ll try anything

Posted - 14/01/2009 :  14:58:12  

like this too. I was wondering do any of you know if anyone has a genuine autograph of Dusty that they would consider
selling to me I did have a signed pic many years ago when I was a teenager but it was in my Dusty stuff that my
Father burnt from the loft when they moved house!!

liz mason
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United Kingdom
1809 Posts

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Posted - 14/01/2009 :  15:47:52  

quote:

Originally posted by Cas19

I'm not sure if this has been posted, but I love it...tho' its very small...so its my pic of today.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

That is really nice, wish it was bigger though. 

Wend

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

USA
2678 Posts

Posted - 15/01/2009 :  12:27:41        

I really like this one too!!!!
Wish it was a little bigger

JOSH

"There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me"

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 15/01/2009 :  14:51:38  

I love it, and I wish it had been a bigger size too.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 15/01/2009 :  15:14:57  

These were new to me...I think
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8313 Posts

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 15/01/2009 :  15:42:47  

I've never seen the first one before, it's hard to even tell what hair-do that is. Odd shot but nice all the same. The
second one is similar to one I got from the Bulletin. In my copy Dusty is looking into her compact and the coffee is on
the table. The lady opposite is Pat btw. As for the last one, not sure I've seen that exact shot but I almost posted one
yesterday from the same time where she has her hand up to her hair and it's one I really like. Thanks for digging around
Ebay again Cas

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."
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insomniacafe
I’ll try anything

Netherlands
1509 Posts

Posted - 15/01/2009 :  23:28:13    

Love the last one, very cute!

Michael
---
Let's pretend we're cats instead of people
and go roll around and scratch an old latch hook rug together.

Chrispld
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1075 Posts

Posted - 16/01/2009 :  00:22:34  

Thanks for those photos Cas.! Never seen those before.

Chris

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 16/01/2009 :  08:22:21  

This is another one from the same seller, slightly different.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

Will
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 17/01/2009 :  02:28:16    

Cas, I hope you won't mind what I did with one of your lovely Dusty images..
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United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Will 

"..you're in my heart and on my mind.."

Gallery: www.askyofhoney.com

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

USA
5821 Posts

Posted - 17/01/2009 :  03:28:46    

LOVE IT WILL

MARY

THE LOOK OF LOVE IS IN YOUR EYES! 
Watch my video with Dusty on YouTube!

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 17/01/2009 :  10:11:28  

No not at all Wil, it looks lovely, yes it does.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 17/01/2009 :  23:08:41  

...and it looks lovely on the Dusty web site, Will. 

paula x

Sarah
Little by little

220 Posts

Posted - 17/01/2009 :  23:14:12  

That's beautiful Will  Love it.

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 17/01/2009 :  23:58:20  

quote:
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United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Originally posted by Will

Cas, I hope you won't mind what I did with one of your lovely Dusty images..

Will 

"..you're in my heart and on my mind.."

Gallery: www.askyofhoney.com

That's totally fab Will.

Wend

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 18/01/2009 :  00:34:37    

Thanks, Wend - I just thought it gave the pic a different feel and put the focus squarely back on La Dust.

Will 

"..you're in my heart and on my mind.."

Gallery: www.askyofhoney.com

humboldt
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1704 Posts

Posted - 18/01/2009 :  22:51:03    

Wonderful picture.

Humboldt
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